GULA BÅTARNÄ
"YELLOW BOATS" IN ENGLISH
PÅ LASTBIL GENOM EUROPA

Gula Bätarna

SCHIBSTED MEDIA GROUP
This is the start of an action that unfortunately seems to be needed for a long time. **Schibsted Sweden**, with for example Blocket, Svenska Dagbladet and Aftonbladet, reaches two thirds of the Swedish population. We are going to use those channels to make it easy for our readers and users to contribute to help.

*Raoul Grünthal, CEO Schibsted Sweden*
SVENSKA DAGBLADET & AFTONBLADET IN GREECE
12TH OF OCTOBER 2015: ON TRUCKS THROUGH EUROPE
GULA BÅTarna
– WORLD CLASS RESCUE BOATS
When we arrive to the harbour it was chaos. Suddenly I got a half naked girl, wrapped in a blanket, in my arms. I put her beside another little girl. All of a sudden they smiled at each other. Then we saw. They were twins. And they both survived.

Andreas Arvidsson, Swedish sea rescue society
GULA BÅTARNA SAVED OUR LIVES

Khaled Swirakly with his son Rodan 5 år from Syria
Khaled Swirakly with his son Rodan, 5, from Syria
Shada m Kaith 2, from Syria

GULA BÅTARNA SAVED OUR LIFES
Mahmud, 12

GULA BÅTARNA SAVED OUR LIVES
Gula Båtarna saved our lifes

Subtain ALjanabi from Irak
GULA BÅTARNA SAVED OUR LIVES

Iman, 3
Murad, 20, Tarek, 35, Ziad, 2, Ahmed, 1, Nawras, 32, Ziad, 24, Nuri,
Khaled 7 år
Ahmed, 1, Nawras, 32
GULA BÅTARNA SAVE LIFES AT THE MEDITERRANEAN SEA. YOUR CONTRIBUTION MAKES A DIFFERENCE

SWISHNR: 123 114 7313 – CHOOSE AMOUNT.
SMS: 72600 – BÅT100, BÅT200, BÅT300 ELLER BÅT500
SWISHNR: 123 114 7313 – VALFRITT BELOPP.
SMS: 72600 – BÅT100, BÅT200, BÅT300 ELLER BÅT500